Touchscreen
Tables
Deliver 360 degrees of brilliant, engaging content with a touchscreen table to enhance your brand
experience. Elo delivers the widest range of interactive technologies for business and commercial
use, and many of them are suitable for integration into “table” form factors – including work
counters, coffee tables and sales tables.

Retail

Entertainment

Drive real brand interaction by providing shoppers with
engaging information and promotional content on
interactive tables, making it easier than ever to educate
buyers and make a sale.

Transform entertainment experiences for guests at
attractions, museums and casinos with beautiful,
oversized interactive tables - creating hands-on
and memorable experiences that build excitement
for learning, entertainment and gaming.

Car Dealerships – With so many car lines, features and
colors, it is hard to communicate all of the options. Take
the stress out of the process with an interactive
hands-on experience, where dealer personnel can
highlight features and review a variety of options to
create a relaxing buying experience.
Home Improvement Retailers – Visualizing how paints,
blinds and lights will look in a home is hard for
customers, making the sale hard for the retailer. By
using a counter or desk with an integrated touchscreen,
the associate and the customer can collaborate and
bring-to-life a project without the barrier of a desktop
monitor between them.
Clothing Stores – Keep the kids entertained while
parents shop with a multi-touch table experience.
Enable your shoppers to enjoy and lengthen their
experience while keeping those not shopping busy with
a unique and immersive interactive experience.

Corporate Lobby

Industrial Design
Work effectively and collaborate with your team
of architects, designers or engineers on a
ruggedized interactive touchscreen table. Enrich
multiple person interaction with paperless
productivity and ease of collaboration.

Hospitality
Create engaging experiences for hotel and
restaurant guests with a multi-touch interactive
table – allowing guests to learn about the hotel
amenities, local entertainment and restaurants
with ease. Serve up news and entertainment in a
casual setting while your guests relax in the lobby.

Provide a stunning first impression with a
made-for-engagement touchscreen table in your
lobby or waiting area. Help visitors pass the time
quickly with an interactive table to entertain,
educate and inform.
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